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Beirut sky filled with Oliva smoke
Fidel Cigars and Oliva Cigars organising the first exclusive
Sunset Ash event in Beirut 23rd of July 2019

Tuesday night, the 23rd of July the Lebanon company Fidel Cigars owned by
Mr. Danny Ibrahim organised in cooperation with J. Cortès & Oliva cigars the
Sunset Ash night in Beirut with exclusively Oliva cigars. 
The event held place at the beautiful sunset bar ‘Beit Misk’, one of the most beautiful and

exclusive area’s in Beirut, capital of Lebanon with an amazing view over Beirut and the sea

sunset. More than 120 pre-booked people attended the Fidel & Oliva event and enjoyed a

generous number of 4 Oliva cigars (Serie V & O).  The event was graced with a live band and

well-known Lebanese singer, Nour Yamouny.

At the end of the evening, DJ REA B took over and made a spectacular end to a fantastic event. 

While watching to the incredible family story of how the families Vandermarliere and Oliva

cigars found each other on the big screens the many cigar lovers from Lebanon enjoyed the

music, delicious Lebanese food and great Oliva cigars.  During the event a raffle was organised

with Limited Editions Oliva and St. Dupont Lighters.

Thank you to Danny Ibrahim and his very skilled team to let this event happen and the many

clients and friends attending this one of a kind event. An event with an enormous resonance in

the entire Middle East and a real tribute to welcome the new world cigars in Lebanon and the

middle-east.

See video:
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https://jcortes.pr.co/




ABOUT J. CORTÈS

J. Cortès is a family run company with a passion for cigars. Cigars in all shapes and sizes. It's a never-ending
story of dedication and craftsmanship that started in 1926. Don't smoke but enjoy! Our prime brands are J.
Cortes, Country, Neos and Amigos. For the major European countries we have strong in-house sales teams; for
other markets our brands are in the hands of our export managers and sold over 80 countries globally. In 2016
CEO Fredje fell in love with artisanal cigar company Oliva Cigars, based in the US and Nicaragua. A business
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